Gaze perception plays an important role in our everyday lives. The gaze of another conveys his/her desires and intentions[@b1]. In addition, individuals can predict other people\'s behavior by perceiving their gaze, because gaze direction signals the upcoming target or goal[@b2][@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6][@b7]. Therefore, gaze perception is a significant cognitive function facilitating social interactions.

It was previously believed that gaze perception required a focus of attention. Burton et al.[@b8] conducted an interference task to examine this notion. They set a target and a distractor of gaze or hands pointing images either leftward or rightward. The target was positioned in the center of the screen, while the distractor was positioned above or underneath the target, and they were presented simultaneously. Participants were required to attend to the target and to judge whether it indicated left or right, while ignoring the distractor. The distractor was not attended, so if it influenced the responses to the target it would have been processed without focus of attention. Results showed that gaze distractors did not influence responses to the target, but hand-pointing distractors did. The authors therefore concluded that gaze perception requires a focus of attention.

However, several previous studies of direct gaze (gaze that is directed at observers) imply that gaze perception may not require a focus of attention[@b9][@b10]. Direct gaze captures the viewer\'s spatial attention[@b11][@b12][@b13] and enhances conscious awareness of faces[@b14]. Moreover, our visual systems have a cone of direct gaze, with a range of directions categorized as direct, and when the gaze of another person is hard to see, this cone expands[@b15][@b16]. In addition, Yokoyama, Noguchi, and Kita[@b17] indicate that direct gaze, compared with averted gaze, is preferentially processed in the brain even when direct gaze is rendered invisible by continuous flash suppression (CFS). They also found that event-related potentials of leftward and rightward gaze are comparable when those gaze directions are rendered invisible. Burton et al.[@b8] used only averted gaze (leftward and rightward gaze) and concluded that focus of attention is necessary for gaze perception, but did not examine the effects of direct gaze. It is therefore necessary to investigate whether direct gaze is perceived without a focus of attention before we conclude that a focus of attention is not required for gaze perception.

The aim of this study was to investigate whether gaze perception requires a focus of attention, using direct gaze. To this end, we used a dual-task paradigm with a gaze-direction discrimination task (direct or averted gaze). In this paradigm, participants concurrently performed two tasks: a central task and a peripheral task. The central task was an attentionally demanding task: participants needed to orient their focus of attention toward the central task while they conducted the peripheral task with little or no attentional cost. This paradigm permitted us to investigate whether a focus of attention is necessary for gaze perception, using direct gaze.

Results
=======

Experiment 1: direct vs. averted gaze
-------------------------------------

We investigated whether a focus of attention was necessary for gaze perception and gaze-direction discrimination, using a dual-task paradigm. Participants performed the central attentionally demanding letter task and the peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task either concurrently or separately. We measured the role of attention to compare performance on the single task, in which attention was accessible, with performance on the dual task, in which attention was drawn away by the central task. If gaze-direction discrimination demands attention, peripheral performance in the dual-task condition should decrease significantly relative to the single-task condition. In contrast, if gaze-direction discrimination does not require many attentional resources, performances in the dual- and single-peripheral task should be comparable.

The attentionally demanding task was the letter discrimination task. Five randomly rotated letters (Ts and Ls) were presented in the center of the display and participants were required to indicate whether all letters in the display were the same or different. Previous studies have shown that this task is sufficiently effective in engaging attention away from the periphery[@b18][@b19][@b20]. After the letters were displayed, a facial image was presented at a random peripheral location, and participants reported whether its gaze direction was direct or averted ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). In the dual-task condition, participants conducted both the central letter task and the peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task, while prioritizing the central letter task. All participants received training before the experiment began (see Method), and stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) for central and peripheral tasks was determined individually for each participant during the training.

Eight participants participated in the dual-task paradigm (central letter task and/or peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task) in Experiment 1. [Figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the results from the eight participants on the single and dual task in Experiment 1. The mean (± standard deviation (SD)) correct responses of the central task alone were 76.8 ± 3.5%, while the mean correct responses of the central task in the dual-task condition were 77.3 ± 3.4%. We found no significant differences between the single- and dual-task conditions for any participant (MS: t~18~ = 0.32, *P* = 0.749; HS: t~18~ = −0.17, *P* = 0.870; MI: t~18~ = 0.40, *P* = 0.689; SK: t~18~ = −1.23, *P* = 0.234; AK: t~18~ = 0.59, *P* = 0.560; TY: t~18~ = 0.16, *P* = 0.870; FT: t~18~ = 0.21, *P* = 0.839; TK: t~18~ = 1.57, *P* = 0.134). Because those non-significant results could result from a lack of power of the t-tests, we also performed the Bayesian analysis of a null-hypothesis significant testing[@b21][@b22]. When the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) obtained by this analysis exceeds 0.75, the evidence is described as positive (in favor of the null hypothesis). In BIC values, six of eight participants were positive (MS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.80; HS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; MI: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.80; SK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.67; AK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; TY: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; FT: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; TK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.57). The results of the central letter task indicated that participants\' attention was focused on the central letter task during the dual-task condition. The mean correct responses of the peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task in the single- and dual-task conditions were 75.7 ± 5.8% and 74.0 ± 4.6%, respectively. There were no significant differences between performance on the single- and dual-peripheral tasks for each participant (MS: t~18~ = 0.56, *P* = 0.581; HS: t~18~ = 1.73, *P* = 0.099; MI: t~18~ = 0.45, *P* = 0.657; SK: t~18~ = −0.19, *P* = 0.84; AK: t~18~ = 1.24, *P* = 0.230; TY: t~18~ = 0.59, *P* = 0.564; FT: t~18~ = 0.18, *P* = 0.869; TK: t~18~ = 0.40, *P* = 0.690). In BIC values, six of eight participants were positive (MS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; HS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.51; MI: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.79; SK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; AK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.67; TY: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; FT: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; TK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.80). In addition, the performance of all eight participants in the dual-task condition was more than 90% of their performance in the single-task condition ([Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) (see Method for calculation). Consequently, participants could effectively achieve gaze-direction discrimination even though attentional resources were not accessible for the task.

Experiment 2: inverted faces
----------------------------

Previous studies have indicated that inverted faces impair face and gaze perception[@b13][@b23][@b24]; this phenomenon is called the face-inversion effect. If participants perceived our stimulus set as face-like objects, rather than faces, their performance for inverted faces should be comparable with their performance on Experiment 1; otherwise, performance on the dual-task condition should decrease significantly. In addition, inverted faces can be used to control for low-level visual properties, such as contrast, luminance, and spatial frequency. If these low-level visual characteristics contributed to the results of Experiment 1, performance for inverted faces should be comparable with performance on upright faces in Experiment 1. Thus, we used inverted faces in our dual-task paradigms to investigate whether our results in Experiment 1 could be observed only when face and gaze perception occurred and could not be explained by the low-level visual features ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, upper).

The same eight participants were tested on the gaze-direction discrimination task with an inverted face in Experiment 2. As in Experiment 1, the results for Experiment 2 showed no significant differences between performance on the central letter task in the single- (77.2 ± 3.6%) and dual-task (74.4 ± 4.8%) conditions for all eight participants (MS: t~18~ = 1.23, *P* = 0.23; HS: t~18~ = −0.623, *P* = 0.541; MI: t~18~ = 0.64, *P* = 0.532; SK: t~18~ = 0.11, *P* = 0.917; AK: t~18~ = 0.57, *P* = 0.572; TY: t~18~ = 0.24, *P* = 0.808; FT: t~18~ = 1.18, *P* = 0.251; TK: t~18~ = 0.98, *P* = 0.337). In BIC values, six of eight participants were positive (MS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.67; HS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; MI: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; SK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; AK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; TY: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.80; FT: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.68; TK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.73). The mean performance on the gaze-direction discrimination task was 73.7 ± 6.7% when it was conducted alone, and 58.9 ± 4.9% in the dual-task condition. Normalized performance was between 55% and 80% of the single-task levels ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, lower). There were significant differences between the single- and dual-peripheral tasks for six of the eight participants (corrected, MS: t~18~ = 4.63, *P* = 0.0017; HS: t~18~ = 2.07, *P* = 0.4215; MI: t~18~ = 4.11, *P* = 0.0051; SK: t~18~ = 2.40, *P* = 0.2176; AK: t~18~ = 3.62, *P* = 0.0159; TY: t~18~ = 3.92, *P* = 0.0080; TK: t~18~ = 9.20, *P* = 2.39 × 10^−7^). Furthermore, we conducted a pairwise *t* test analysis comparing mean accuracy of performance in the inverted dual-task condition of Experiment 2 and the upright dual-task condition of Experiment 1. There were significant differences between those performances (*t*~7~ = −6.03; *P* = 0.0005). Therefore, we observed a face-inversion effect on our gaze-discrimination task. This suggests that the findings of Experiment 1 were the result of participants perceiving faces, and cannot be explained by basic low-level visual characteristics.

Experiment 3: leftward vs. rightward gaze
-----------------------------------------

Next, we examined whether participants were able to discriminate leftward and rightward gaze direction without attentional resources. Burton et al.[@b8] utilized these gaze directions to investigate whether focus of attention was necessary for gaze perception. We conducted a dual-task paradigm to examine gaze-direction discrimination between leftward and rightward gaze ([Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, upper).

The same eight participants were tested on the gaze-direction discrimination (leftward vs. rightward) task in Experiment 3. Performances on the central letter task in the single- and dual-task conditions were comparable for all eight participants (78.6 ± 2.9% and 76.0 ± 3.6%, respectively; *t* test, MS: t~18~ = 0.41, *P* = 0.680; HS: t~18~ = 1.21, *P* = 0.239; MI: t~18~ = 1.16, *P* = 0.261; SK: t~18~ = 0.82, *P* = 0.424; AK: t~18~ = 1.02, *P* = 0.322; TY: t~18~ = 0.24, *P* = 0.808; FT: t~18~ = 0.26, *P* = 0.792; TK: t~18~ = 0.75, *P* = 0.462). In BIC values, five of eight participants were positive (MS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0. 80; HS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.68; MI: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.69; SK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.75; AK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.72; TY: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.80; FT: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.80; TK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.76). The average performances on the leftward and rightward gaze-direction discrimination task in the single- and dual-task conditions were 65.7 ± 6.5% and 50.6 ± 1.8%, respectively. Normalized performance was 52.1 ± 7.7% ([Fig. 3B](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Individually, there were significant differences between these two conditions in performance for six of the eight participants (corrected, MS: t~18~ = 2.29, *P* = 0.2749; HS: t~18~ = 4.16, *P* = 0.0047; MI: t~18~ = 4.76, *P* = 0.0012; SK: t~18~ = 1.01, *P* = 1.0000; AK: t~18~ = 6.11, *P* = 7.19 × 10^−5^; TY: t~18~ = 5.01, *P* = 0.0007; FT: t~18~ = 3.10, *P* = 0.0494; TK: t~18~ = 3.51, *P* = 0.0201). There were no significant differences between performance on the dual-peripheral task condition and chance (50%) for all eight participants (MS: t~22~ = −0.72, *P* = 0.47; HS: t~22~ = 0.47, *P* = 0.639; MI: t~22~ = −1.10, *P* = 0.284; SK: t~22~ = −0.70, *P* = 0.494; AK: t~22~ = −0.34, *P* = 0.735; TY: t~22~ = 0.14, *P* = 0.888; FT: t~22~ = 0.35, *P* = 0.727; TK: t~22~ = 0.64, *P* = 0.525). In BIC values, seven of eight participants were positive (MS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.78; HS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.81; MI: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.72; SK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.79; AK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.82; TY: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.82; FT: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.82; TK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.79). This indicates that focus of attention is essential for discriminating leftward from rightward gaze and for the perception of averted gaze, and suggests that participants probably judged whether there was direct gaze in Experiment 1.

Experiment 4: attentionally demanding peripheral task
-----------------------------------------------------

Finally, we tested an attentionally demanding peripheral task in Experiment 4. Our assumption was that because the central letter task engages the focus of attention in the dual-task condition, performance on the attentionally demanding peripheral task should dramatically decrease in the dual-task condition, as previous studies found[@b18][@b20]. We used a bisected-disk discrimination task that has previously been shown to require focus of attention[@b18][@b20], to determine whether this would occur in our dual-task condition ([Fig. 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, upper).

In the central letter task, there were no significant differences in performance between single- and dual-task conditions for the eight participants (76.4 ± 3.2% and 75.6 ± 2.9%, respectively; *t* test, MS: t~38~ = 0.26, *P* = 0.794; HS: t~38~ = 0.07, *P* = 0.944; MI: t~38~ = −0.54, *P* = 0.590; SK: t~38~ = 0.63, *P* = 0.532; AK: t~38~ = 0.52, *P* = 0.600; TY: t~38~ = 0.31, *P* = 0.760; FT: t~38~ = 0.38, *P* = 0.708; TK: t~38~ = 0.303, *P* = 0.763). In BIC values, eight participants were positive (MS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.86; HS: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.86; MI: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.84; SK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.83; AK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.84; TY: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.85; FT: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.85; TK: *P*~BIC~(H~0~\|D) = 0.85). On the other hand, performance on the peripheral task in the dual-task condition (49.8 ± 2.5%) was significantly lower than in the single-task condition (77.0 ± 3.4%) for all eight participants (MS: t~38~ = 13,35, *P* = 6.31 × 10^−16^; HS: t~38~ = 10.87, *P* = 3.18 × 10^−13^; MI: t~38~ = 8.05, *P* = 9.78 × 10^−10^; SK: t~38~ = 8.07, *P* = 9.18 × 10^−10^; AK: t~38~ = 9.84, *P* = 5.31 × 10^−12^; TY: t~38~ = 11.33, *P* = 9.51 × 10^−14^; FT: t~38~ = 6.86, *P* = 6.71 × 10^−8^; TK: t~38~ = 7.46, *P* = 5.82 × 10^−9^). The normalized values shown in [Figure 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"} indicate that performance in the dual-task condition was 49.6 ± 5.6% of that in the single-task condition. The results of Experiment 4 indicate that the central letter task clearly absorbs attentional resources from the periphery in our dual-task conditions, and the attentionally demanding peripheral task cannot be performed under such conditions.

Discussion
==========

In this study, we investigated whether gaze perception and gaze-direction discrimination required a focus of attention for direct gaze. We conducted a dual-task paradigm in which attention was focused away from a peripheral facial stimulus. In Experiment 1, participants were able to discriminate between direct and averted gaze when attention was distracted from the facial stimulus. Thus, participants could perceive the gaze of the facial stimulus without focusing their attention on the gaze. In Experiment 2, performance on the same gaze-direction discrimination task was significantly lower when an inverted face was presented. We observed the face-inversion effect, and the results of Experiment 1 could not be attributed to low-level properties of the image set in this study. In Experiment 3, we used averted gaze to test whether participants could discriminate between leftward and rightward gazes without attentional resources. Performance on this task was close to that predicted by chance (50%), thus indicating that a focus of attention is necessary for the perception of averted gaze. Given the results of Experiments 1 and 3, participants probably discriminated whether there was direct gaze in Experiment 1. In Experiment 4, we conducted an attentionally demanding peripheral task (discrimination between red--green and green--red disks); performance on the task dropped to chance levels when attention was not focused on the peripheral disk stimulus. Taken together, these findings indicate that gaze perception is possible without a focus of attention when the gaze direction is direct.

Our results clearly demonstrate that perception of direct gaze is possible without focus of attention, but perception of averted gaze is not. The results are consistent with several previous studies that compare direct and averted gaze. Previous studies indicate that direct gaze captures the spatial attention of viewers to a greater extent than averted gaze[@b11][@b12][@b13], but see Cooper[@b25]. In addition, direct gaze enhances conscious awareness of face[@b14]. It appears that direct gaze has a higher saliency and is more preferentially processed than averted gaze before attentional modulation occurs.

The present study provided the first evidence that direct gaze could be perceived without a focus of attention. Previous studies have examined the unconscious processing of direct gaze using CFS[@b14]. Although the image of a face with direct or averted gaze was rendered invisible to one eye by continuous flashes to the other eye, the subjects\' task was to detect the face presented at one of several potential positions near a fixation point. In other words, the gaze stimuli were presented at locations within a spotlight of attention, even though those stimuli were made invisible by CFS. Given the significant effect of attentional modulation reported for both invisible and visible stimuli[@b26][@b27], the attention directed to potential positions may interact with the unconscious visual processing of the invisible face, resulting in a higher sensitivity to direct gaze than to averted gaze[@b26][@b27]. The dual-task paradigm in the present study ensured that little or no attentional resource was assigned to the processing of the gaze. In addition to the large spatial separation of the central (letters) and peripheral stimuli (gaze), we imposed a highly demanding task in the central visual field. Furthermore, the location of the peripheral stimuli (gaze) was randomly varied across trials. These procedures should have prevented subjects from paying attention to the peripheral gaze in the dual-task condition. The high accuracy of the peripheral (gaze discrimination) task in both the single- and dual-task conditions of Experiment 1 thus provided stronger evidence for efficient processing of direct gaze that does *not* need attention.

Ricciardelli and Turatto[@b28] have suggested that two different types of attention (input or spatial attention[@b29] and central attention[@b30]) can be involved in gaze perception. While we designed our present task so that subjects could assign little or no attention to the peripheral task, it remains possible that the subjects attended both to central and peripheral stimuli simultaneously: for example, by dividing their spotlight of attention into two locations, one for central and another for peripheral stimuli[@b31]. In this sense, our experiments may not completely control spatial attention of subjects. An implication of the present study, therefore, would be that our brain could process the information of direct gaze in near absence of central attention. Additional studies are necessary for revealing whether direct gaze perception requires spatial attention.

What are the mechanisms in the brain that enable direct gaze perception without a focus of attention? We presume that the visual pathways involving subcortical structures such as the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and amygdala may underlie the higher sensitivity to direct than to averted gaze. Senju and Johnston[@b8] proposed the first-track modulator model, in which the perception of direct gaze was mediated by the subcortical face-detection pathway. Neural processing in this pathway is considered to be so rapid that it could modulate the subsequent processing of the face stimuli via the cortical structures (e.g., the striate and extrastriate visual areas). It is thus probable that the visual information of direct gaze in the present study was also conveyed to the brain through this subcortical pathway, which enabled participants to detect it without any allocation of attention. Indeed, this mechanism of visual processing recruiting the subcortical structure has been reported for other categories of visual stimuli, such as animal images. Li et al.[@b18] used a dual-task paradigm similar to ours, and found that subjects correctly detected animals embedded in a natural scene in the near absence of attention. Consistent with this finding, a recent study reported neurons in the human amygdala that showed a selective response to pictures of animals[@b32].

Our findings indicate that perception of averted gaze and discrimination between leftward and rightward gaze requires a focus of attention. These results are consistent with those of Burton et al.[@b8] and Ricciardelli and Turatto[@b28]. Burton et al. used an interference task to draw attention away from an averted gaze stimulus, and investigated whether unattended gaze influenced response to a target. They could not observe any effects of unattended gaze. In our Experiment 3 results, the normalized performance was 52.1 ± 7.7%, and there were no significant differences between performance on the dual-task condition and chance (50%) for the eight participants. This means that participants were unable to perceive the averted gaze or to discriminate between leftward and rightward gazes. Given the results of Burton et al. and our own, it appears that unlike direct gaze, averted gaze requires a focus of attention.

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether gaze perception requires a focus of attention, using direct gaze. The ability to discriminate between direct and averted gaze when attention was focused on the task was comparable with performance when attention was diverted elsewhere. However, we could find no such effects when we used only averted gaze. It would be interesting to investigate the persistence of the effects on direct gaze. We conclude that gaze perception does not require a focus of attention when gaze is direct.

Methods
=======

Experiment 1: direct vs. averted gaze
-------------------------------------

### Participants

Eight participants, including the authors (TY and HS), were recruited from the Kobe University Department of Psychology, and were tested in all four experiments. Each participant gave informed consent after the nature of the study had been explained. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Approval for the experiment was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Department of Psychology, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan.

### Apparatus and stimuli

Visual stimuli were displayed on a Sony MultiScan 17 sf II 14.1-inch CRT display with a resolution of 1,024 × 768 pixels. Displays and data collection were controlled with MATLAB, using the Psychophysics toolbox[@b33][@b34], on a Dell Optiplex 360 computer with Microsoft Windows XP (the refresh rate was 75 Hz). We used six pictures (three male and three female; 3.0° × 3.0° of visual angle) from the ATR DB99 database (ATR Promotions, Kyoto, Japan), and all faces had neutral expressions. The gaze direction of each person pictured was leftward, straight, and rightward. We created a mask stimulus for the faces, which was a scrambled face consisting of all facial parts except the eyes.

### Procedure

[Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of a trial sequence. Each trial used a fixation display (300 ± 100), followed by letter stimuli (Ts and Ls) in the center of the display. A peripheral facial stimulus was presented 26 ms after the onset of the central letter stimuli. The peripheral facial stimulus was masked by a scrambled face, then the central letter stimuli were masked by rotated letter Fs, at an angle that corresponded to the previously displayed Ts and/or Ls. After the masked display, the response display appeared, and participants were required to respond to the central letter task and/or the peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task as accurately as possible. During the task, participants were instructed to fixate on the center of the screen. Beep sounds were provided as feedback when participants responded incorrectly. An experimental block consisted of 24 trials. Participants performed eight blocks in the single-task condition (central and peripheral tasks), and 12 blocks in the dual-task condition. Participants were tested individually in a dark room. A chin-rest was used to maintain a distance of approximately 57 cm from the CRT display.

### Central letter discrimination task

The central letter task was conducted as the attentionally demanding task. In this task, we used five randomly rotated Ts and Ls, either all identical or one different from the other four (four Ts and one L, or four Ls and one T). Those letters appeared at the center of the screen at nine possible locations within 1.2° of the visual angle. Participants judged whether all five letters were the same. The SOA was set individually for each participant and varied between 186 and 240 ms.

### Peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task (direct or averted)

The peripheral task was a gaze-direction discrimination task. A facial image was presented at a random location centered on the edge of an imaginary rectangle subtending 8.0° × 10.0° of the visual angle. Participants indicated whether the gaze direction of the facial image was direct (straight gaze) or averted (leftward or rightward gaze). The SOA of the peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task was set individually for each participant and varied between 160 and 186 ms.

### Dual task

Participants were required to perform both the central and peripheral tasks in the dual-task condition. The SOAs of both tasks were the same as those for the single-task conditions for each participant.

We calculated normalized performances for the dual-task condition, using a simple linear scaling of the mean accuracy of each participant\'s performance. The scaling plotted mean accuracy of the single-task condition to 100%, leaving chance at 50%: where *P*~1~ and *P*~2~ refer to performance in the single- and dual-task conditions, respectively.

### Training

Before each experiment began, all participants received training. The central task used in training was the same as that in the main experiment (letter task); however, the peripheral task used in training was a sex-judgment task, rather than the gaze-direction discrimination task. We used 100 pictures of faces (50 male and 50 female; Softpia Japan Foundation, Gifu, Japan) for training. At the beginning of the training, the SOAs of the central and peripheral tasks were 506 ms and 186 ms, respectively. When mean accuracy exceeded 90% during the 24-trial block, the SOAs were decreased independently for both tasks. The central task SOA was decreased to less than 250 ms for all participants to avoid the possibility of eye movements. Training ended when the SOA of the central task had stabilized below 250 ms. Training lasted between 8 and 12 hours for each participant.

Experiment 2: inverted faces
----------------------------

We inverted the facial stimuli used in Experiment 1 by rotating each face 180° along the horizontal axis ([Fig. 3A](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, upper).

Experiment 3: leftward vs. rightward gaze
-----------------------------------------

Gaze directions in the peripheral task were leftward and rightward in Experiment 3. Participants judged whether the gaze direction of a face was leftward or rightward.

Experiment 4: attentionally demanding peripheral task
-----------------------------------------------------

We used a vertically bisected disk with red and green halves and another similar disk rotated by 180°. The disk size was 1.5° × 1.5° of the visual angle. A mask stimulus for the disk was a disk divided into four red and green alternating quadrants. In the peripheral task, participants reported whether the disk was red--green or green--red ([Fig. 3C](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, upper). Participants performed 12 blocks in the single-task condition (central and peripheral tasks) and 24 blocks in the dual-task condition. To determine the SOA of the disk-discrimination task, participants received one hour of training. The SOA in the peripheral task varied between 80 and 93 ms.
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![An example of the sequence of events for a typical trial.\
Following a 300 ± 100 ms fixation display, letter stimuli appeared. A peripheral facial stimulus was presented 26 ms after the onset of the letter stimuli. The face was then masked by a scrambled face and letter stimuli were masked by rotated letter Fs. After presentation of the trial sequence, participants indicated the gaze direction (direct or averted) of the face and/or whether the five central letters were identical (either five Ts or five Ls) or different (four Ls and one T or four Ts and one L). Central SOA and peripheral SOA denote the presentation time for letters and facial images, respectively.](srep03858-f1){#f1}

![Results from eight participants in Experiment 1.\
(A) Individual results of single- (central and peripheral) and dual-task conditions. The horizontal axis indicates the accuracy of response on the attentionally demanding central letter task, and the vertical axis indicates the accuracy of response on the peripheral gaze-direction discrimination task. Filled circles represent each participant\'s mean accuracy in the dual task condition (one block consisted of 24 trials). Open circles represent the mean accuracy over all blocks in the three experimental conditions (single central, single peripheral, and dual task). Error bars show the standard deviations. Mean accuracy of performance on the gaze-direction discrimination task in the dual-task condition was not significantly worse than mean accuracy of performance on the single peripheral task condition for the eight participants (*t* test, *p* \> .05). (B) Normalized performance values for each participant. Filled circles denote the performance for each participant in the dual-task, normalized to their single-task performance. To calculate normalized values, we used simple linear scaling which maps the mean single-task performance to 100%, leaving chance at 50%. Normalized performance of gaze-direction discrimination was above 90% of single-task performance for all participants. Results indicate that gaze-direction discrimination between direct and averted gaze can be performed extremely well while attentional resources are drawn away from gaze.](srep03858-f2){#f2}

![Normalized performance in Experiments 2--4.\
(A) Normalized performance on gaze-direction discrimination with inverted faces in Experiment 2. Normalized value was between 55% and 80% of the single-task levels. Performance on the dual-task condition with inverted faces was significantly lower than performance on the dual-task condition with upright faces in Experiment 1 (*t*(7) = −6.03; *p* \< .001). (B) Normalized performance on gaze-direction discrimination with averted gaze (leftward and rightward gaze) in Experiment 3. Normalized performance dramatically dropped to near chance level when participants discriminated leftward from rightward gaze in the dual-task condition. (C) Normalized performance on a disk-discrimination task in Experiment 4. Performance values dropped to chance levels. The results indicate that the central letter task efficiently absorbs attentional resources from the periphery.](srep03858-f3){#f3}
